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Protect and Recover VMware Hosts with 
Hyperconverged Secondary Infrastructure.

Traditional Data Protection Solutions are no longer adequate. 
The pandemic, remote working, digital transformation and 
a fast-changing, unpredictable global landscape have an 
increase in cybersecurity challenges which threaten data and 
digital assets. 

Learn how hyperconverged secondary  
infrastructure solves the challenges  
of traditional infrastructures  
with new technologies and 
a revolutionary concept 
of data protection. 

https://syneto.eu/
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Data is the critical asset which companies have to manage to ensure stable 
and predictable business operations. In recent years factors like the pandemic, 
remote working, digital transformation and a faster changing unpredictable 
global landscape have led to an accelerated increase in cybersecurity challenges 
against digital assets and operations. One estimate puts the frequency of an 
attack against a business, consumer, or device every 2 seconds by 2031. (source)1

IT infrastructures and administrators are challenged by increasingly complex 
cyberattacks, perimetral security defenses are not guaranteed to keep threat 
actors outside, social engineering hacks are ever more creative. There’s a risk 
that a cyberattack manages to get past layered IT defenses. 

A recent study by Enisa (European Union Agency for Cybersecurity) has shown 
that 57% of European SMBs would fail in case of data loss. (source)2

1. CyberSecurity Challenges keep growing

2. Traditional Data Protection Solutions show Weaknesses

The Problem

Too many small and medium sized companies and PA still rely on backup solutions that have a hard time overcoming 
the challenges from increasingly complex cyberattacks. Relying on traditional data protection solutions with backup 
software that uses NAS for data storage managed from a controller VM running on the primary infrastructure is a 
security risk that potentially exposes a company to losing data in case of a targeted cyberattack.

Increased attack surface

Managing controller VM(s), NAS appliance(s) and softwa-
re components is a time consuming activity that leaves 
many potential vectors of attack open.

Complex management

There are multiple applications and platforms to manage 
for having Disaster Recovery, System-level Backup, File-
level Backup, Long-term Archiving...

Vulnerable and encryptable backups

The backups, the storage, the DR server are reachable from 
the network and easily encryptable.

High and unpredictable RPO and RTO

The recovery times are unpredictable, depending on data 
type and quantity.

https://cybersecurityventures.com/global-ransomware-damage-costs-predicted-to-reach-250-billion-usd-by-2031/#:~:text=Fastest%20growing%20type%20of%20cybercrime,every%202%20seconds%20by%202031&text=It%20has%20been%20five%20years,increase%20in%20just%20two%20years.
https://www.enisa.europa.eu/publications/enisa-report-cybersecurity-for-smes
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A medium sized company is running a VMware infrastructure on a 3 node HA cluster with a SAN, with around 35 
VMs. The backup solution is based on a controller VM running the backup software with storage on a NAS appliance. 
They have recently experienced data corruption on a big VM (~2TB of data).

3. Scenario

The Solution

Hyperconverged secondary infrastructure takes the concept of hyperconverged 
primary infrastructure and adapts it for secondary workloads and data. 
Instead of combining storage, servers, virtualization and networking into one 
product, it unifies non-primary use cases like Data Protection, Disaster Recovery 
to allow smart and easy copy data management with a built-in hypervisor.
A hyperconverged secondary infrastructure mitigates all of the challenges and 
vulnerabilities presented by traditional data protection solutions.

1. Replace Traditional with Hyperconverged Secondary Infrastructure

- VM recovery process -> unpredictable RPO/RTO;
- VM recovery time -> time-consuming process lasted more than 8 hours.

#EDM simplifies data management, accelerates key IT operations and protects company data 
through an innovative hyperconverged hardware appliance: HYPER Echo.

Syneto applied its 3 guiding pillars - Simplify, Accelerate, Protect - to address the data management strategies for 
small and medium companies. A new methodology, called Echo Data Management, focuses on 3 key aspects of 
handling data - called Data 3D:

2. Syneto Echo Data Management

Data Resiliency
Maximized data security by applying 

Zero Trust concepts.

Data Oversight
Simplified data management

through a single UI.

Data Restore
Instant Recovery - predictable 

and easy to perform.
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4. Features

The #EDM concept is applied in the real world through a new Syneto product: 
HYPER Echo. It unifies a micro-services based SynetoOS software platform with a 
powerful, purpose-built hardware. This union delivers integrated capabilities and 
features that are easy to manage and quick to perform.
HYPER Echo:

• Provides data protection & recovery for VMware infrastructures; 
• Manages the lifecycle of secondary data;
• Eliminates weaknesses of traditional backup solutions.

3. HYPER Echo - Features and Capabilities

Hidden Physical Storage

HYPER Echo storage is accessible only through the services 
of the controller VM. It is not visible to the hypervisor. 

Immutable Recovery Points

HYPER Echo creates recovery points by replicating snapshots 
from VMware infrastructures across an Ethernet Network. 
Each recovery point is immutable.

Logical Air Gap 

Traditional backup solutions expose the storage on the 
network and push the replicated snapshots to it. HYPER 
Echo pulls the replicated snapshots from the protected 
infrastructure without exposing the storage and Recovery 
Points to the network.

Independent RP Chain

Traditional solutions use incremental dependent backup 
chains which require checking and rebuilding before 
recovery. HYPER Echo stores each independent recovery 
point as a fully constructed state of the VM. 
No rebuild needed prior to recovery. 

ML powered SLA policies

Simplified SLA policies for Data Protection: Just define 
the protection frequency, retention and replication. The 
system automatically adapts itself using Machine Learning 
algorithms to comply with the requirements.
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5. Capabilities

Zero-Copy Cloning

Cloning a VM does not occupy storage space. Create many 
copies of your protected VMs without consuming time and 
storage space.

Instant Recovery

Recover a VM, no matter the size, in under a minute. 
Near-zero RTO.

File Sharing

Native support for sharing and protecting SMB/CIFS file 
shares in your network.

Disaster Recovery 

Leverage the integrated ESXi hypervisor to reduce even 
further the RTO and to run VMs in case of a Disaster 
Recovery situation.

Granular File Recovery

Browse and recover every single file from any VM recovery 
point.

Replication to other Appliances and the Cloud

Replicate recovery points to other Syneto appliances and 
to the Syneto cloud services platform.
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A medium-sized company is running a VMware infrastructure on a 3 node HA cluster with a SAN, and around 35 
VMs. They have recently experienced a logical data corruption on a big VM (~2TB of data). They have to recover the 
VM to a specific point-in-time. They are using HYPER Echo as a data protection solution.

With just a few clicks, the VM is recovered from the appropriate Recovery Point. HYPER Echo enables the IT manager 
to recover any VM, no matter the size, in under one minute. 
Any number of VMs can be recovered - a recovered VM does not occupy storage space due to zero-copy cloning. 

Once the business confirms return to operations, a storage vMotion can be performed in order to return the VM 
back to the primary infrastructure without downtime.

6. Scenario: Data Protection with HYPER Echo

- VM recovery process -> Easy: just a few clicks;
- VM recovery time -> Predictable: Always under 1 minute.
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Syneto is a European software company that 
allows organizations to migrate to 
a new IT model - hybrid cloud where data 
is the most important resource. 

The company supplies hyperconverged 
appliances, software and cloud services that 
enable IT service providers and SMEs to 
perform and protect your applications from an 
onsite datacenter and into the cloud. 

Syneto solutions are suitable for a wide 
range of applications and sectors, offering  
organizations a cloud software platform hybrid 
that is simple, fast, safe and universal  
for managing and protecting all their 
data, anytime, anywhere.


